Effect of the Philadelphia chromosome on minimal residual disease in acute lymphoblastic leukemia.
The Philadelphia translocation is associated with a poor prognosis in adults and children with acute lymphoblastic leukemia, even though the majority of patients achieve remission. To test the hypothesis that the translocation leads to drug resistance in vivo, we studied 61 children and 20 adults with acute lymphoblastic leukemia and used the level of minimal residual disease at the end of induction as the measure of drug resistance in vivo. In children the presence of the translocation was associated with a significant increase in residual disease, indicating higher drug resistance in vivo; five of seven Philadelphia-positive children but only five of 54 Philadelphia-negative children had a minimal residual disease level >10(-3), a level which is associated with a high risk of relapse in childhood acute lymphoblastic leukemia of standard risk. By contrast, in adults, residual disease and hence drug resistance was already higher than in children, and the presence of the Philadelphia translocation in seven patients had no obvious additional effect. We conclude that the Philadelphia chromosome may increase resistance to drugs in vivo in children, but not detectably in adults.